
Choosing the r ight care
Many parents like daycare 

centers because they offer a formal, 
structured environment. Many 
daycare centers are inspected for 
licensing purposes, in some cases 
caregivers are supervised (many 
classrooms have more than one 
teacher), and a director oversees the 
entire operation.

“I didn’t feel comfortable with the 
idea of hiring a nanny. I feel like I’d 
always want to check up,” says Noelle 
Haland, a copy editor in Minneapolis, 
Minnesota, whose 13-month-old son 
Max is in daycare. “I know taking 
care of a child can be frustrating and 

a nanny can also find it stressful.” 
Rather than worry about how a 
nanny might handle her son during 
particularly trying moments, Haland 
decided on daycare.

Staff members at good centers 
are usually trained in early 
childhood education so they know 
what to expect from your child 
developmentally and are able to 
nurture his growing skills accordingly. 
If the center you’re considering 
doesn’t hire knowledgeable staff, 
keep looking.

Children are less likely to get the 
one-on-one care that you take for 
granted with a stay-at-home mom or 
nanny. Babies, in particular, need a lot of 
love and attention to thrive and do well. 
Moms and dads know that handling one 
baby, let alone three or more, is tough 
work, which is why some parents balk 
at the idea of a single teacher caring 
for more than one baby at a daycare 
center all day long.

It may not always work out. . .

The National Institute of Child 
Health and Human Development 
suggests that children in quality 
daycare centers may even have an 
intellectual edge over those in other 
kinds of care. When researchers 
compared kids in quality daycare to 
those in other, equally high-quality 
childcare situations, children in centers 
performed a little better on tests.

Researchers say. . .

Good daycare centers include a nice 
mix of activities during the day to teach 
different skills, such as singing, dancing, 
and storytelling.

What a day care offers. . .

Toddlers 
can benefit 
from the 
chance to 
socialize 
with other 
children, 
which they 
may not get 
to do as often 
or at all when 
a nanny or a 
relative cares 
for them at 
home.

Benefits . . .

You may have to pay a costly fee for late pickups, scramble for backup care when the center 
is closed on holidays, and stay at home when your child is sick. And your child is more likely to 
catch diseases such as colds and pinkeye, since he’s exposed to more germs.

The drawbacks. . .

Centers have clearcut rules for parents to 
follow (such as pickup and drop-off times) so you 
know exactly what is expected of you. A daycare 
center is usually more affordable than a nanny. 
Plus, parents have the opportunity to meet other 
parents who may lend support.

Logistics and more. . .
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8000 NW 27th Blvd, 
Gainesville, FL 32606

(352) 373-4032
thevillageonline.com

Better living, by design.
A SantaFe Senior Living Community

When selecting a place to retire, you weigh a lot of factors – amenities, 
people, location and, of course, cost. The Village provides the best of all 
these things. From swimming pools and tennis courts to fine dining and 
gorgeous, brand-new apartments, it’s all right here to enjoy. You’ll be 
impressed how quickly neighbors become friends and our Village team 
members become trusted partners.

Retire in the 
Heart of Florida


